FIDIC Objectives
Objective 1
“Be the recognised international authority on issues relating to consulting
engineering best practice”
Develop and promote global best consulting engineering business practices,
especially in FIDIC’s key areas of Quality, Sustainability and Integrity.
Quality procurement of professional advisory services (which is what consulting
engineers provide) is essential to help ensure quality services can be delivered.
Objective 2
“Actively promote high standards of ethics and integrity among all
stakeholders involved in the development of infrastructure worldwide”
FIDIC must represent and promote ethical business practices throughout the industry
and work with others to achieve this objective. FIDIC must encourage consultants to
fight corruption and to co-operate with other parties involved in this effort.
Objective 3
“Maintain and enhance FIDIC’s representation of the consulting engineering
industry worldwide”
The aim is to have all relevant and qualified associations as strong members of
FIDIC, representing the industry at the national level, and to be recognised by all
relevant authorities as the industry’s representative.
Objective 4
“Enhance the image of consulting engineering”
Raise the status of consulting engineers.
Help re-position consulting engineers and their professional colleagues so that they
are seen as being significant contributors to economic growth and to prudent
investment in essential infrastructure.
An improved image will also help attract the best people into consulting engineering.
Ensure that FIDIC adapts as society, and perhaps our business models, change, to
meet the demands of global challenges such as urbanisation; climate change;
improved energy efficiencies; water supply and waste management; transport
improvements.

Objective 5
“Promote and assist the worldwide development of viable consulting
engineering industries”
Assist member associations. Where such associations are not yet formed, support
the emerging consulting engineering industry.
Appropriate capacity development is important for the industry to maintain best
practices and quality services which are sustainable.
Advocating the critical importance of engineering to economic growth is important to
all Members, who need relevant information and tools to inform and advise their
decision makers on the need for a strong consulting engineering industry.
Objective 6
“Promote and enhance the leading position of FIDIC’s Forms of Contract”
FIIDIC should continue to be the leading authority on construction contracts globally
- much of FIDIC’s current positive international reputation results from this.
Objective 7
“Improve and develop FIDIC’s training and publishing activities”
Training and publishing are two parts of FIDIC’s activities that help make the
organisation visible and valued.
Any surplus income from these activities enables the organisation to address its other
strategic objectives without increasing the subscriptions of its member associations.
Objective 8
“To promote and encourage the development of Young Professionals in the
Consulting Engineering Industry”
FIDIC recognises the importance of a strong young professional community as they
represent the future of the industry. FIDIC will continue to provide a platform for
young professional development and remain open to new ideas, suggestions and
contributions from them.

